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6.6    MTB ORIENTEERING REPORT – 2015 
 

13th World MTBO Championships and 8th JWOC. 

 Liberec, Czech Republic  - August  18-22 2015 - Coach report. 

 

 
    
1 - TEAM MEMBERS    WOC - Chris Firman (Q)    JWOC - Angus Robinson (VIC)     Coach & Manager - Kay Haarsma  

 

2 - PREPARATION IN AUSTRALIA 

- A 7 day training camp was held in Victoria in December 2014, with 15 riders participating.  

    The selection trials in NSW were excellently organised and provided high quality racing.  

 

3 - UNIFORM 

Trimtex riding uniform was utilised with an adaptation of having green shorts to match better with the top than the 

previous navy.  This made it distinctive.  However there is still a concern that Trimtex is twice as expensive as an 

Australian sourced product. 

 

4 - TRAINING OVERSEAS     Team members arrived a week beforehand and participated in an official training camp 

run by the Czech organisers with SI utilised on well set courses of varying lengths.  

   

5 - ACCOMMODATION  

Training camp – Our base was the extremely cheap but nice Pension Jitka about 15 km south of Liberec, where we 

self catered. 

WOC – Stayed in Hotel Arena, in Liberec, which was in a sporting complex and also the event centre in which most 

teams were accommodated.  Main meals were had at nearby restaurants. 

 

6 - SECOND OFFICIAL  

Because of the team size there was no second official.    However Anne Robinson (parent) assisted by being at the 

finish to meet the riders whilst Kay was at the starts. 

 

7 –CZECH ORGANISATION   

Overall the Czech organizers did an outstanding job.    Nothing was ever too much!   All 4 races and even the final 

post event party were so well organized that many riders and coaches were heard to say “best ever 

championships.”   The amazing thing I found was that almost all the officials came from the local Liberec 

orienteering club, 90% of whose members were solely foot orienteers!   On top of this there was daily live 

TV coverage to a Czech sport station.  
 

8 - TEAM PERFORMANCES 

                    Event     Place      Time      mins behind 
Angus       Middle    12th      58.35        + 5.56 
                     Sprint        1         21.27 
                   Long         25       103.58      +17.10  
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Chris            Middle     MP 

        Sprint       23       22.49         + 1.51  
        Long         41      128.20        +26.09 

This was our first ever medal at Jwoc level.  Previously our best had been a relay 5th . 

More nations are getting involved in mtbo and the depth is increasing. 

Best performed nations were: 

WOC – Czech 6 medals;  Russia 5 medals;  Finland 4. 

JWOC – France & Russia 6 medals;  Sweden 5. 

 

9 -  MEDICAL INSURANCE for racing.  

This was taken out via Velosure, with race insurance being an additional item on top of normal travel insurance.  

 

10 - WOC & JWOC 2016 

This is in Portugal from 24-30 July.  Selection trials are on April 16-17 in Albury-Wodonga. 

 

11 - Future changes 

MTBO international advisory panel has recommended to the IOF, that a 5th medal competition, with Mass Start as 

the preferred format, be added to the program. 

 

 MASTERS MTBO 

10 individual medals in World Masters Champs in Portugal - Carolyn Jackson (3 golds in W50); Leigh 

Privett (1 gold, 1 bronze in M70); Tamsin Barnes (1 silver, 2 bronze in W45); Kay Haarsma (1 silver, 1 

bronze in W60).  Also medals in the unofficial relays – Tamsin Barnes & Richard Robinson (Mixed 120 

sprint) and Carolyn Jackson, Tony Keeble and Ben Coetzer in the bush event. 

Kay Haarsma was the winner of W60 in the inaugural 2015 Masters MTBO World series.    

The 2nd masters mtbo world series in 2016 actually started with 2 races of the 2015 Australian 

Championships in November counting.   This will allow Southern hemisphere competitors to count in more 

races and gain a suitable score making it more truly a World Series. The best 7 of 15 races count.  

 

The IOF has recently sanctioned 5 year age classes for Masters from 2015 but this won’t be instigated in 

Australian events until numbers increase further.   There is a recommendation to the IOF to have a relay 

become an official Masters WOC event.  Most mtbo orienteers travel and accommodate together in national 

groups so this would further increase numbers. 

 

Two IOF World Ranking Events were successfully held in conjunction with the 2015 Australian MTBO 

Championships.   However, given the IOF fees recently imposed we have decided not to ask for any 

sanctioned events in 2016 as the extra cost is difficult to fund from our small elite base. 

Australia v New Zealand Challenges.   There is unlikely to be a challenge in 2016.   NZ did suggest 

hosting one with their championships in Nov 2016 but we have rejected this because of its closeness to our 

Australian Champs in WA 3 weeks earlier. 

 

Main positives 
- Gold medal for Angus in his 3rd and final Jwoc. 

 
- 2015 Australian Championships near Anglesea (VIC) were arguably the best ever, in terms of numbers 

(190's for at least one of the 4 events), more junior participation; tremendous new areas and many add 
ons with sponsorships, liaison with the local council and marketing.  The events also counted towards 
World rankings in the elites; were part of the 2016 World Masters series and included an Aus v NZ 
Challenge over 8 classes.  Australia successfully won this challenge 14-10. 
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- Masters success on World stage. 
 

- Australian MTBO NOL Events.   Three well organised rounds were again held in Nsw, Q & Vic. 

 

Key Issues / Opportunities 

Future MTBO Funding 
-There needs to be some flexibility built into WOC team funding to allow for fluctuating team sizes. 

Considering that an accompanying coach costs about $3.5 of this there isn't much left of a 10k team budget if 
there is a significant sized team.  MTBO costs more than foot o with an additional vehicle required for bike 
transport; excess baggage charges and race insurance costs. 
MTBO nationals had approx 25% the participants of foot o. 
 

 

-It would be beneficial to also have some other funding towards:  

a) general mtbo promotion to the mtb community;  

b) talent identification at the secondary school level; (Vic has 150 at schools champs) 

c) training camps. 
 

 

OA Website - MTBO presence needs to be maintained on the front page. 

 

 

Opportunities for keen junior mtbo riders to be able to participate in national foot o camps based at the 

AIS would be highly beneficial both on a skill level and for motivation. 

 

 

Coaching – need for more people to take on national coach role and run training camps. 

 

 

Conducting a World Masters or WOC/JWOC in Australia would need considerable help from the foot o 
community. 
 

Kay Haarsma   

MTBO High Performance Manager. 

 


